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INTRODUCTION
Fine silicon printable sun powered cells are covered with an ex-
tremely flimsy complex photopolymer that level the high tem-
perature inside the sun oriented cell to produce gamma beams 
and split single photons into photon matches. Since the protection 
of photon force is the significant constraint of this photon-mol-
ecule rot process, all preserved quantum numbers discharged 
during this pair-photon creation (from photons to electrons and 
positrons, basic energy and energy move) is observed utilizing a 
PerkinElmer® Lambda 25 UV. Noticeable spectrometer. Thusly, es-
timations of the photon recurrence (f) and frequency (λ) expect-
ed to shape these photon matches upon acceptance of gamma 
beams not entirely set in stone to plan elite execution sun orient-
ed cells. This outcome recommends that the sunlight based cell 
unequivocally emanates gamma beams because of the presence 
of the photopolymer, which causes high temperature inside the 
sun powered cell, smoothing the photon impacts to make matches 
from single photons. Accordingly, from photons to electrons and 
positrons, the principal energy during this photon communication 
was additionally observed to decide the energy move for planning 
elite execution sun powered cells.

DESCRIPTION
Since the Modern Upheaval, fossil energies, for example, coal and 
oil have been consumed in enormous sums, however they addi-
tionally add to contamination and environmental change. To that 
end sustainable power sources, for example, sunlight based pow-
er and wind power are being grown quickly. Internationally intro-
duced sun based power expanded 22-overlap from 2011 to 2021, 
coming to 966 GW toward the finish of 2022. The introduced sun 

powered limit will enter the TW system in 2022 and is supposed 
to arrive at almost 5 TW by 2033. Silicon materials are his market 
chief across the photovoltaic business. Silicon wafer creation is the 
most fundamental stage in the silicon-based photovoltaic industry 
chain. Precious stone cutting is the essential silicon wafer cutting 
innovation that involves high hardness jewel in steel wire to cut 
silicon into slim layers by high velocity straight grating. During the 
time spent assembling silicon wafers, stains might happen on the 
outer layer of silicon wafers because of assembling gear, optional 
materials, or thoughtless activity. In the silicon wafer cutting cycle, 
rehashed rubbing between the precious stone wire and the silicon 
wafer causes a lot of weak harm and plastic harm on the silicon 
wafer surface. Hence, the thickness of hanging bonds should be 
exceptionally high, and these hanging bonds have high energy and 
movement.

CONCLUSION
They frequently adsorb different particles or iotas in their envi-
ronmental elements and debase the outer layer of silicon wafers. 
These stains are for the most part brought about by physisorption 
and chemisorption. The Physisorbed toxins are primarily shaped 
by substances that don’t respond with silicon wafers, for exam-
ple, silicon scraps, residue, and glues. Silicon wafers associate with 
these sorts of patches by van der Waals powers. Synthetic fouling 
is principally brought about by tainting in the handling gear and 
shedding of little metal particles and metal particles in the cutting 
liquid. This sort of color ties to the silicon wafer through synthetic 
bonds like ionic and covalent bonds. The substance synthesis of 
white spots on the silicon wafer surface was portrayed by energy 
dispersive X-beam Spectroscopy (EDS) and X-beam Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy (XPS).


